
Combining...

Medicine, Hypnosis, Psychology
For CRPS and Some Other 

Physical Illnesses



What is an illness?

●Symptoms

●Physical Signs

●Test results

●Repeated patterns lead to name for 
diagnosis



Example 1

●Appendicitis

Abdominal pain and tenderness

Fever

White cell count

Scans

●Treatment Options and Outcome are clear



Example 2

●Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS)

Complex – this illness is not clearly understood

Regional – Affects people in regions, areas with 
recognizable patterns

Pain (and other physical symptoms and signs)

Syndrome – a term defining recognizable

patterns leading to a diagnosis

● Treatment options and outcome are unclear



Physical signs



Both these examples...

●Present with symptoms, physical signs and 
test responses – patterns establishing 
diagnosis and confirming physicality

●But..in CRPS, severity frequently varies with 
mood, stress, anxiety and other conditions, 
suggesting a the link between this physical
illness and psychological issues



Literature

●Medical literature does not emphasize this link

●Support and medical organizations tend to 
downplay it too – why, I wonder?

●Hypnosis and psychological literature shows 
encouraging outcome when CRPS is 
addressed if standard medicine and 
appropriate psychological interventions are 
integrated

●IS IT TIME TO INVESTIGATE?





Basis for information in this talk:

●Training in Hypnosis

●Involvement with CRPS and nerve blocks

●Application of hypnosis to CRPS

●Involvement with psychology and

myofascial therapy

●Observation of outcome

●Sharing with other disciplines



Significant Observations

●85% of patients with CRPS scored HIGH on the 
hypnotizablity scale and were able to use 
hypnosis to reduce symptoms and signs

●About half these were disinterested in continuing 
to explore hypnosis



Further Research

… Article by Dr. Michael Gainer, a psychologist 
who used hypnosis to treat dissociative 
disorders. Three of his patients had CRPS which 
resolved when dissociation faded

We decided to form a clinic devoted to treatment 
of CRPS integrating standard medicine with 
hypnosis

We were joined by Dr. Carol B. Low, 
psychologist



Medical Role

●Confirm diagnosis

●Check that existing treatments are safe

●Prescribe and give medical treatment known to 
be safe and effective

●Involve other treatments such as massage and 
movement therapy, local anesthesia, muscle 
relaxants. Analgesics sometimes

●Work in close collaboration with the 
psychological team



Psychologist Role
●Test for hypnotizablity  

●Induce hypnosis

●Under hypnosis, explore capacity to reduce 
symptoms and signs

●Explore meanings of symptoms and signs

●If and when they emerge, to explore and 
manage them deeply, helping resolution

●My behavioral medicine training was not deep 
enough to allow direct involvement in this. Risk is 
present if dissociation is involved



Outcomes
●In this illness, generally considered incurable, 
we saw long term remission in 60%

●We used an evaluation scale for CRPS severity 
(Next slide)

●In those helped, symptoms and signs reduced to 
minimal to levels permitting function or even zero

●Resolution of involved psych issues and 
techniques learned during treatment led to self 
management and persistent remission lasting at 
least until the clinic eventually closed



Severity Scale



Algorithm



Outcome Example – 5K race



Somatic, Sympathetic and 
Parasympathetic nervous systems



Ego States and Dissociation

●Moods: peace, happy, anger, sad, fear, loss, 
contentment, and more.

●All have characteristic body language, facial 
expression, heart rate, blood pressure, skin 
perfusion, sweating and more, all governed by 
automatic and autonomic function

●Using thought, we can communicate with them, 
and choose which is appropriate for  current 
circumstances.



Ego-states

●Different moods can be termed ego-states.

●For the most part they communicate with our 
cognitive function

●Example, I'm peaceful, it's snowing, I decide to go 
shovel – cognition and thought led to change.

●But sometimes communication is blocked.

●e.g - Anger – if severe it's hard to choose calm.

●Ego-states and thought can dissociate.



Physiological Signatures

●More than physical behavior, ego states show 
specific autonomic patterns.

●Example – heart rate, skin perfusion and so on 
will change when shifting from peace and rest to 
enthusiasm with conversation, even though the 
energy requirement remains much the same.



Can ego-states drive illness?

●We know that in CRPS, autonomic nerves alter 
somatic perception; changing touch to pain, 
causing vasospasm and muscle spasm.

●Blocking these nerves with local anesthetics 
relieves such symptoms and signs confirming 
involvement.

●Can hypnosis help a patient moderate these 
changes?



Yes

●Autonomic nerves drive some illnesses, CRPS  
being one of them

●Hypnotizable patients can use their skills to 
moderate pain, muscle spasm and vascular 
changes, and then investigate reasons change is 
needed and initiate

●Vascular changes include skin perfusion, 
confirming the ability to moderated autonomic 
function



So, if there's an element of 
control

Why is this not in consistent use?



What interferes with 
communication?

Art

Trauma



Confronted by ART

The picture can't be displayed.



Trauma



More about ego-states

●Each ego-state has it's physiological signature

●A signature may promote CRPS

●Ego-states can isolate by dissociation to protect 
against trauma and its memories

●An ego-state driving CRPS is likely to be 
dissociated and not fluently accessible for 
modification

●Breaking down barriers is needed – HOW?



Treatment goals

●Motivation

●Sincere, gentle, creative encouragement and 
support

●Discover internal potential and skills

●Ego-state and other forms of therapy

●Reinforcement of success



Ego-state therapy
From PubMed

Ego-state therapy is a psychodynamic approach in which 
techniques of group and family therapy are employed to 
resolve conflicts between the various ego-states that 
constitute a family of self within a single individual.

Although dissociated ego states do not normally open 
except in true multiple personality, they are made accessible 
using hypnosis, allowing for contact and communication with 
their ego-state family, themselves and the therapist.

Any behavioral, cognitive, analytic, humanistic or hypnotic 
technique may be employed to enhance internal diplomacy.

Complex psychodynamic problems can often be resolved 
in a relatively short time in comparison with more traditional 
analytic therapies.



Any behavioral, cognitive, analytic, humanistic or 
hypnotic technique may be employed to enhance 

internal diplomacy.

●Discovery of image representing the illness and using it to 
base management

●Placebo responses

●Application of faith and established spirituality

●Behavioral re-enforcement

●Note that any form of negative communication impedes 
progress



Promising?

●Research, and acknowledgment if findings 
should be questioned

●Application to other illnesses?

●Publication

●Sharing where needed



Potential – other illnesses could fit 
this model

●Fibromyalgia

●Chronic Fatigue

●Interstitial Cystitis

●Migraine

●More

●All need adequate research



Where to go?

●Get skilled – therapy for dissociative disorders

●Research

●Share information



Thanks for your attention

Discussion time!


